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MODOT proposes 3-year shutdown of 40
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Tim Huether
Editor in Chief

T

he Missouri Department of Transportation (MODOT) has worked on
a possible plan to remodel Highway 40/
Interstate 64 between I-270 and Kingshighway for the last four and a half years.
Originally, the project would have taken
13 or 14 years, reduced Highway 40 to
one or two lanes at times, and shut down
the highway at certain points during bridge
construction.
However, MODOT unveiled a plan last
Thursday to shut down Highway 40/Interstate
64 entirely between I-270 and Kingshighway
for a full three years.
Advantages to the shorter plan include
lower cost and quicker construction, but
losing a highway that some estimate carries
150,000 cars a day would severely stress not
only area drivers, but also alternative routes
such as Highways 44 and 70. The two different variations of “the new I-64” plan affect
St. Louis, and in turn, the roughly 300 St.
Louis U. High students who take Highway

40 daily, very differently.
itself, adding a pullout lane in the city and a
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Monday’s change: Schedule M for survey
Andrew Schroeder
Sports Editor

A

s part of the North Central Committee’s required self-study to be accredited as a college preparatory school,
St. Louis U. High will conduct a survey
on Monday and has declared a liturgy/assembly schedule. At the beginning of the
period reserved for the assembly, juniors
will be required to report to homeroom to
complete the survey.
Most private schools in the country are
accredited by outside agencies, and North
Central is one of the agencies in SLUH’s
region. They will not be coming to SLUH
on Monday, but they require the schools
they accredit to complete some sort of self-

study, which is why SLUH is conducting the
survey.
“We go through (this) every five years
or so,” Assistant Principal for Academics
Mark Michalski explained. “We do our own
self study, and we kind of identify areas we
want to learn more about and then design
plans to grow in those areas,” he finished.
The self-study has actually been going
on for the past three years, according to
English teacher Chuck Hussung, the chair of
the Steering Committee, which coordinates
the North Central evaluation process.
The study has pinpointed three areas
that SLUH will focus on in the next couple
of years. To ensure the effectiveness of the
survey, the three areas cannot be disclosed

at this time.
“The surveying that we’ve already done
in the past of parents, alums, students, and
faculty has led us to these three areas, and
in this survey with students that have been
in the school for 9 quarters … we should get
a sense of to what degree we have needs or
do we have strengths,” Hussung said.
The juniors were chosen to complete the
surveys because they have been at SLUH
for a long enough time to effectively praise
and/or criticize the areas of concern through
the survey. Seniors were overlooked because
they are “starting to think toward college as
opposed to thinking about SLUH,” Michalski
said.

see MMM MMM, 12
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Repp, ’06, named semifinalist in Siemens Competition
Jim Santel
Core Staff

S

t. Louis U. High senior Joe Repp recently qualified as a semi-finalist in
the annual Siemens Westinghouse Competition in math, science, and technology. The competition, which labels itself
as “the nation’s premier science research
competition for high school students,”
fielded entries from 1,684 students this
year, 335 of whom were named as semi-finalists. However, Repp already knows he
is not a finalist.
Repp’s involvement in the competition
began this summer, when he joined the Ferring Scholars Program at Washington University. According to Michael DeBaun, ’78,
M.D., and Associate Professor of Pediatrics
and Biostatistics at Wash U., the program “is
designed to offer unique high school students
an opportunity to be mentored and conduct
research at Washington University’s School
of Medicine.”

Repp said that he joined the program
“just to gain experience writing a (research)
paper … (and) perhaps submit it to a journal.
The competition was in the back of my mind
the whole time,” but Repp said he didn’t set
out simply to enter the contest.
DeBaun assigned Repp to a position
under Daniel Low, M.D., director of Wash
U.’s Medical Physics laboratory.
According to Repp, Low’s main task at
the lab is developing a model for predicting
respiratory motion. The model is essential to
the treatment of lung cancer, because when
a patient breathes, the tumor in the lungs
moves. If doctors could predict the motion
of such a tumor, it would make radiation
treatment-planning much easier.
Working 40 hours a week for 12 weeks
over the summer, Repp’s role in the lab was
to analyze “a whole bunch of data from
pressure-sensing belts” using MATLAB
programming software.
“It wasn’t until August or so when I
found I had some neat results and decided to

submit to the competition,” Repp said. Repp’s
paper, 20 pages long and entitled “Characterizing and Modeling Respiratory Motion
in Five Dimensions for CT Scanning,” was
“carefully written … and produced some
interesting results,” said Wei Lu, Ph.D., who
worked closely with Repp on his project.
Repp said he was “surprised” at his announcement as a semi-finalist “because of
the competitive nature of the competition.”
As a semi-finalist, Repp’s name was listed
in USA Today.
Both DeBaun and Lu expressed great
admiration for Repp. “He worked hard and
seriously, which I think is extraordinary
for such a young person, (and) he learned
MATLAB programming in a short time from
scratch, mostly by himself,” Lu said.
“Joe is extremely hard-working. He is
brilliant, forthright, honest, and spiritually
based. Simply put, Joe is one of the most
outstanding young men I have come in
contact with,” DeBaun concluded.

Appelbaum begins

Cashbah Sneak Peek to be magical filmmaking project
Kevin Casey
Reporter

T

he passing of Halloween marks the
beginning of the winter holidays—the
magical season when snow falls, reindeer
fly, and wishes come true. To the excitement of all, a small part of that magic is
about to be revealed in Cashbah Sneak
Peek.
Sneak Peek, the kick-off of SLUH’s
annual Cashbah auction, will take place
Nov. 11. The theme of the Cashbah this year
is “Magic in the Making,” inspired by the
progression of St. Louis U. High’s Vision
2000. The Sneak Peek’s theme, “Holiday
Magic,” ties Cashbah together with the coming holidays.
Pat Weber and Margaret Unger started
Cashbah in 1970 as a fun way to raise money
for SLUH. During the event, which is open
to parents, alumni, faculty, and anyone else
in the SLUH community, activities include
a silent auction, an oral auction, the Billiken
Bonanza (homeroom baskets), and Painted
Treasures items.
Cashbah Sneak Peek originally started
as a kick-off for Cashbah workers but has
since been opened to anyone who wants to
have a good time. It is like a mini-Cashbah,

complete with cocktails, a buffet, mini-silent
and mini-oral auctions, and a raffle. Auction
items for this year’s preview include a Winter
Wonderland package, Best of Cashbah table,
and a set of Christmas china.
None of those suit your taste? Other
items include four tickets to a Blues game
with one period in the booth with color
commentator Kelly Chase and two Rolling
Stones concert tickets.
“We are so fortunate to have many
great volunteers helping with Sneak Peek
and Cashbah. It truly is a wonderful event
for SLUH,” said Debbie Wilhelm, who is
co-chairing the event with Ann Rice.
“It’s just a fun-filled evening, and we’d
love to see everyone in the community attend,” added Diane Conway, who, along with
Mary Jo O’Connell, is one of the Sneak Peek
coordinators.
Invitations to the Sneak Peek were sent
out with an RSVP form a few weeks ago.
Tickets can also be purchased that night at
the door. All are welcome. The event starts
at 7:00 p.m. and usually lasts about two and
a half hours. Tickets are $20. Money from
the Sneak Peek helps fund Cashbah.
There are a number of ways students

see TOM, 12

Charlie Landis
Reporter

W

hile most high school seniors list
sports teams and clubs as extracurriculars for college entry, senior Nick
Appelbaum has taken a different approach
by writing, producing, and directing his
own short film. Appelbaum, best known
for anchoring the KUHI morning newscasts, is launching his own independent
film career with a short movie tentatively
dubbed “The Faith Salesman,” which he
will write, produce, and direct.
Appelbaum says that the main goal for
his film project is to add to his repertoire of
achievements for college, but he does admit
that he is making the film “partly for fun.” As
a senior at SLUH, Appelbaum has already
helped in the production of one alumni
produced film, “The Agonist.”  
Appelbaum’s production, “The Faith
Salesman,” is about two professional
criminals, one experienced and one a rookie,
who botch their robbery of a pharmacy and
take a customer hostage while fleeing. The
experienced crook kills his rookie partner,
leaving the customer alone with the crimi-

see OF MY I, 12
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Commentary
Everson questions workload after retreats
Dan Everson
Staff

S

ophomore retreat last week was an excellent chance to pray
and reflect, and it brought to the Class of 2008 an increased
sense of unity and respect. However, I and several other sophomores whom I have talked to about their experiences believe the
quality of the retreat was diminished by bad scheduling and excessive homework from the sophomore teachers.
A letter from Pastoral Director Tim Chik to sophomore parents
about the retreat was distributed to sophomores on the last day of
quarter exams. In his letter, Chik pointed out, “The retreat will be a
great opportunity to get away from the ‘daily grind’ of schoolwork
and classes and the stress of homework.”
The SLUH Parent and Student Handbook also addresses the
issue of making up work missed while on retreat. It states, “Students
on retreat have two days from the day on which an assignment is
given to make-up the work” (p. 36).
While most of the sophomores I have talked to and I feel the
actual retreat was indeed an escape from the “daily grind” of schoolwork, we believe that the “stress of homework” was hardly removed,

despite the extra time allowed by the policy in the handbook.
After retreat, we were left with three options to manage our
homework load. From what I’ve heard, a roughly equal number of
students selected each option, and each method resulted in excessive stress, regardless of the day on which each student’s respective
retreat took place.
One choice was to complete all the homework right after the
retreat. Students who chose this path were up into the early morning doing homework, with only the bus ride home to reflect on the
experience.
Another possibility was to do some homework the night after
retreat and finish the work the next day. I followed this method,
partially because I would’ve failed two quizzes the next day had I
not done the homework for those classes. However, even after getting those two subjects out of the way, I had tons of homework to
do over the weekend (retreat make-up work plus homework from
Friday).
Finally, we could’ve put everything off until the day after
retreat. This option, as you might imagine, left those who chose
it with double homework the day after the retreat. One student I

see EVERSON, 8

Letters to the Editors
Rusch, ‘06, offers another view on invitations
To the editors:
After reading the Letters to the Editor in last week’s issue of the
Prep News about the Jostens presentation, I felt compelled to write
in and give a second opinion on the matter.
I feel that those members of the senior class who are complaining about the presentation and trying to spark a boycott against
Jostens are being completely unfair. The bottom line of the matter
is that Jostens is a business, and it is a business’s job to create clever
advertising to sell a product. I’m not saying that everyone has to
like their advertising and buy their products or anything, but I think
there are better ways of handling the situation than raising a huge
uproar and trying to rebel against Jostens. One idea might simply be
to just quietly not buy the products he was selling, but many seniors
have taken this idea too far and have tried to impose their feelings
upon other seniors. I find this to be very wrong because there is no
good reason for persecuting this company for doing their job.
In the last week, some of these boycotting seniors have even gone
as far as to try to create their own alternative to the Jostens products
for the senior class to buy. If they want to spend the time and effort
to do that then I give them my full blessing and I wish them well;
however, I ask only that they stop bashing the Jostens company in
the process and quit making them seem like the enemy.
When I talked to one of the seniors who was a part of this “antiJostens movement” he claimed that the reason they were so outraged
at Jostens was because they felt that the type of advertising should
not be permitted in SLUH because it goes against everything SLUH
stands for. In response to that, I would say that if we boycott Jostens

then we must also boycott all television use inside SLUH because
many of the commercials we view on them use the same type of
advertising as the Jostens salesman did. I know that boycotting the
televisions would be ridiculous, and it would be just as ridiculous
to boycott Jostens.
I hope that by writing this letter I have convinced many seniors
not necessarily to buy from Jostens, but rather to make the decisions
themselves and not to be influenced by the boycotters they may see
or hear from in the hallways. Just remember, Jostens is a business,
and they were just doing what any other profitable organization
would have done.
Jason Rusch, ‘06

Jostens representative apologizes
for using copyrighted photos
To the editors:
It was brought to my attention that pictures from the school website
that were used in a presentation last week were copyrighted material.
I wish to apologize for using them. Going forward, a written request
will be submitted to the publication moderator if there is a desire to
use photos of school activities under school copyright.
Respectfully,
Chris Cuquet
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Pulse to debut first talk show next week
Justin Rottger
Reporter

S

t. Louis U. High’s radio station, The
Pulse, is adding a new means of broadcasting and a new show next week.
The Pulse’s general manager, senior
Tim Weaks, has received permission from
Principal Mary Schenkenberg and Assistant Principal for Student Affairs H. Eric
Clark to broadcast behind the scrolling announcements on Channel 39 beginning on
Monday.
Additionally, The Pulse will now offer
more than just music. Seniors Cliff Leek and
Andrew Miller contacted Weaks last week
about hosting a talk show about politics as
well as a prep sports call-in show.
“Tim informed us about how the Pulse
would be broadcast over the scrolling an-

nouncements. Andrew (Miller) and I had
discussed the idea of a show before, but no
one was really listening (to the Pulse), and
we thought if the Pulse was broadcast, we
could have our show on so that people have
a reason to listen,” Leek said.
Leek added that Miller and he would
do their best to cover all prep sports, with
an emphasis on SLUH.
The show will consist of a debate-type
format, where Leek and Miller will take opposing stances on certain issues. “We’d like to
have four ten-minute topics with discussion.
If the prep sports show is kind of slow, then
we will talk politics as well,” Miller said.
“As we get going, we want to get people
on the show, maybe by the end of the month,”
Leek said.
“We encourage people to call in and ask

questions. If they can’t do that, then they can
stop by the studio or give us notes or find us
in the hallways.” Leek continued.
“We hope people will hear our show,
then maybe they will hear other things on
the Pulse too, eventually. We want people to
know that the Pulse is there, and it’s more
than music,” Miller said.
        Leek and Miller encourage all to listen
to the show, which will air this Tuesday at
Activity Period on Channel 39. They plan
to continue broadcasting during Activity
Period, but later the show might be broadcast
before school as well. The Pulse also broadcasts online at www.sluh.org/pulse.
“The first week may be a little sketchy,
but we’ll get it going eventually,” Leek said
optimistically. Leek and Miller are excited
to get started.

ACES attends Harmo- Four band members
ny Project Conference make District Band
Brian Krebs
Editor

F

ifteen St. Louis U. High students from both the Association
of Cultural Enrichment at SLUH (ACES) and the Diversity
Team spent their day at Ursuline Academy last Saturday for the
Leadership of Diversity Conference, the first of five events that
make up the Harmony Project, a program designed to spread diversity awareness in St. Louis Catholic high schools.
According to SLUH Diversity Director Robert Evans, the Harmony Project “is a diversity team that (meets to) build community
amongst all the Catholic schools.” In addition to SLUH and Ursuline,
Cardinal Ritter, Chaminade, CBC, Incarnate Word, Nerinx, Rosati
Kain, and Visitation also attended the fourth annual conference.
Beginning at 9 a.m. on Saturday, the day consisted of workshops
which focused on racial and gender issues through activities and
discussions.
ACES president Darryl “Woody” Jones has attended Harmony
Project events the past three years and thought that Saturday’s event
was set up better than events in years past and included activities
that led to more discussions.
The conference began with a short activity that divided the
students among three answers: agree, disagree, and don’t know.
The icebreaker covered issues including affirmative action and
interracial dating. The conference’s keynote speaker was Denise
DeCou from World of Difference, a diversity organization that is a
branch of Anti-Defamation League.
The event consisted of three 45-minute sessions, each dealing
with a different kind of discrimination.

see HARMONY, 6

Scott Mueller
Staff

F

our of St. Louis U. High’s best musicians proved themselves
against other students at last week’s district tryouts.
Senior Ben Anderson made first chair tenor saxophone in the
concert band for the third year in a row; senior Jim Schaefer also
made the first chair piano in the jazz band as well as making the
fourth chair trombone in the concert band; senior Nick Niehaus made
the sixth chair trumpet in the concert band; and rounding out the
group was junior Kris Florek, who made first chair alto saxophone
and the second chair in the jazz band.
All four district band members are currently in both the symphonic band and Jazz Band III.
The tryouts took place last Tuesday at Chaminade. Each musician
played two songs on his instrument for the respective judges, who
are usually St. Louis area band directors. SLUH’s Band Director
Bryan Mueller, although he did not judge this year, is usually the
jazz trumpet judge.
Over 300 people tried out for the district band, which is comprised of all the area Catholic schools, the Francis Howell School
District, the St. Louis School District, and Principia.
By making the district band, the students are now eligible to
make the state band in December.
According to Mueller, there are plans in the works that would
allow SLUH to host the district band competition in two years.
On a related band note, many may have noticed the new uniforms that the band members first donned at the SLUH/CBC football
game. “We were looking for something casual and inexpensive,”

see BAND, 6
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Kirkwood dashes Pylonbills district hopes, 43-21
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Tim Glaser
Reporter

for their first touchdown.
The Jr. Bills took over on offense, but
espite a valiant effort last Friday night they fumbled and gave it back to Kirkwood,
at Kirkwood, the Footbills finally who scored again on a 19-yard run.
Further signs of luck showed for
lost, falling 43-21 after finding themselves
in a hole early on that they couldn’t climb Kirkwood on the extra point attempt. The
snap went wild
out of.
and sailed behind
“We spotthe kicker, who
ted them a 22ran back, picked
point lead and
up the ball, and
tried to play
tossed it to the
catch-up,”
end zone where a
commented
Pioneer receiver
head coach
jumped up and
Gary Kornfeld,
grabbed it for
“and it’s hard
two points, putto do that on
ting Kirkwood
an outstanding
up, 15-0.
ball club like
Senior Eric Hunt plows past a Kirkwood defender.
The Footbills
Kirkwood.”
Kirkwood returned the opening kickoff were forced to punt on their next drive. After
to SLUH’s 23-yard line, and after a 22-yard Kirkwood passed and scampered their way
pass, they pounded it in from the 1-yard line to the 1-yard line once again, they pounded

D

photo by anthony sigillito

it up the middle for a third touchdown. With
the extra point, they went ahead, 22-0.
The Speedbills came out firing on their
next drive, making two big plays to give them
a score. Quarterback Paul Chaney gained 37
yards on a draw play up the middle to set up
a lateral pass to Eric Hunt, who sliced and
diced his way for 26 yards to the end zone
with 1:56 left in the first quarter. After a
good extra point attempt by kicker Andrew
Guenther, the Jr. Bills were on the board but
down 22-7.
As the first quarter came to a close,
the U. High defense forced a fumble after
a Kirkwood reception and recovered it on
their own 48-yard line.
SLUH began the second quarter with the
ball but fumbled, and a Kirkwood defensive
back recovered it and took it sixty yards for
another touchdown, extending their lead to
29-7.
The Perseverancebills, however, con-

Shinsplintbills win sectionals, move to state
Michael Jonagan
Reporter

T

here is on the journey toward every
great goal a point at which success
is so close that you can tell it didn’t wear
deodorant that day. After last week’s sectional victory, the St. Louis U. High cross
country team reached that point. With
DeSmet barely and nobly beaten once
again by a narrow margin of 53 points to
55, the team has turned its full attention
to State.
The Elysian weather was a good sign at
Sioux Passage Park on Saturday as SLUH
stepped to the line. Running a relaxed first
two miles and bringing it home in a close
contest with CBC’s Dan Quigley was Ben
Murphy-Baum, who laid down a swift 16:04
for second place.
Maintaining a top five place for the third
straight week of post-season competition,
SLUH’s rising star, junior Matt Lawder,
finished second on the team and fifth overall
at 16:29. Solidifying the team’s formidable
triumvirate at the front of the race was Drew
Kaiser, who sweated his way to a personal
record 16:44 and seventh place overall.
Next for SLUH was junior Dan Viox,

see HEARTBREAKER, 6

who saw the gap left by Michael Jonagan’s Murphy-Baum, Lawder, Kaiser, Jonagan,
absence in the race and responded with Viox, Murphy, and David, with junior Nate
strength in the third mile to finish 21st in a Banet as an alternate. They will be an in17:26. Also with a strong third mile and timidating team in an elite field, battling to
three more cross country seasons to improve, assert themselves amongst teams like Fort
freshman Cliff David ran a 17:33 and finished Zumwalt South and Liberty.
At the front of the race will be icons such
in 24th place.
Outside of the scoring five were two run- as Ben Brammeier of Parkway South, Kyle
Rood of Zumners who consiswalt South, Kip
tently give their
Hill of Liberty,
best but have
Dan Quigley
dealt with unof CBC, Jacob
fortunate physiBoone of Lee
cal difficulties
Summit North,
as the season has
and of course our
drawn to a close.
own Ben MurFirst, sophomore
phy-Baum. As
Chris Murphy,
these men race
suffering through
for the individual
abdominal pain
title, each memfor the second
ber of SLUH’s
week in a row,
Junior Matt Lawder (938) overtakes an opposing team’s
pack will have
put together a
runner as Drew Kaiser (937) prepares to do the same.
a target on their
strong finish.
Shane Lawless, who is perhaps most ironi- desired place and an opponent’s back who
cally stricken given his obvious natural talent, can help get them there.
However, when it comes to race day, it
was again hampered by lung difficulties.
As it stands in the wake of the sectional is expected of each to take more out of
see EXCHANGE, 6
race, the state lineup will be as follows:
photo by john marincel
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HEARTBREAKER

(from 5)
ued to fight. On the next drive, Chaney threw
downfield to the 7-yard line. He dropped back
to pass on third and goal, but couldn’t find
an open receiver. He made a run for it and
broke through three defenders, diving inside
the 1-yard line. From there, he pounded it in
behind the superb blocking of junior tackle
Niko Mafuli. Guenther booted in another
extra point, making the score 29-14.
On Kirkwood’s next drive, they reached
the 4-yard line on two huge pass plays, but
the Belichickbills stripped the ball away,
and the first half came to a close with the
Pioneers on top, 29-14.
In the second half, Kirkwood threatened
to score once again, but the U. High defense
again recovered a fumble. However, SLUH
was then forced to punt.
Kirkwood scored again with 23 seconds
left in the third quarter on a 35-yard pass,
and the quarter ended with Kirkwood up
36-14.
SLUH began the fourth quarter with the
ball but turned it over on downs. Kirkwood’s
powerful running game scored another six
points, and after the extra point, they led
43-14.
Still, the Footbills would not relent.
Despite the deficit, they managed to score
again. Running back Stephen Simmons took
the handoff and powered his way to the 4yard line. Three plays later, with 5:57 left to
play, he pounded it in for the score. After a
Guenther PAT, the scoreboard read 43-21.
SLUH continued to fight, but the score
remained 43-21 for the rest of the game.
“Our kids hung in there and battled
back, and we made a couple runs at them,”
Kornfeld said. “But every time we’d make
a run at them, they’d pull a little bit further
ahead.”
With a current 8-1 record, the Footbills
cannot advance to the playoffs in Missouri’s
system. Only the district champions may
advance, and since Kirkwood is in the same
district, they will go on, even though the
season records may turn out the same.
On a happier note, Simmons gained 195
yards on the ground against Kirkwood. He
needs only 65 yards to break the SLUH career
rushing record set by Renato Fitzpatrick, ‘96,
and 181 yards to break Fitzpatrick’s singleseason rushing record, set in 1995. He’ll try
to do it tonight against Vianney.

“Obviously, our main goal going into
this game is to win the football game,” said
Kornfeld, “and if we win it, I would imagine
(Simmons) would break the record along the
line, barring some injury or something like
that.”
Hunt needs 70 yards on punt returns and
Cheney needs 49 yards on kickoff return to
break those records.
As for Vianney, even though SLUH
has beaten them 17 consecutive times, the
game won’t be an easy one. A conference
and district opponent, Vianney holds an 8-1
record, with their only loss against Kirkwood
as well.
“It’s going to be a heck of a battle,” said
Kornfeld, “We’re going to have to be able to
move the football (and) put some points on
the board because they’re capable of putting
a lot of points on the board.”
SLUH will battle Vianney tonight at their
place at 7 p.m. Come for the game, stay for
the sculptures.

EXCHANGE
(from 5)
himself than he knows he has, and SLUH’s
racers have been chomping at the bit for the
opportunity to do so.
This year’s state race promises to be one
of the most exciting in recent history, and as
a member of the team myself, I would like
to make a breach of journalistic integrity to
plead with the members of SLUH’s faculty
and student body to please, if you can, show
your support for the cross country team by
being at the 2:15 race at the Oak Hills Country
Club in Jefferson City tomorrow.
We race not only for ourselves and
our team, but for SLUH as a whole, and
by extension each and every one of you.
Please, rally around your classmates and
comrades on the day of their greatest trial.
Directions will be posted on the website and
will also be available on the cross-country
bulletin board. Come and see the name of
SLUH carried in the van.

Quote of the Week
“You’re only young once, but you can be
immature forever.”
—Larry Anderson, relief pitcher
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HARMONY

(from 4)
One session, a fashion show, dealt with
stereotyping other people by their clothes.
Another activity focused on race amongst
Native Americans, Asians, Hispanics, African-Americans, and Caucasians. The final
session was mainly a discussion of gender
issues and concluded with an activity in
which students stepped either forward or
backwards based on society’s particular view
of an issue.
The event concluded at 2:30 p.m. with
another group assembly that discussed the
accomplishments of the conference.
The remaining four events will be hosted
by a variety of schools in the Harmony Project, including SLUH. The next event will be
hosted by CBC, followed by Nerinx, and
then Cardinal Ritter.
SLUH has already begun to plan its
event, a Diversity Mass, on March 10. Fr.
Fern Sheri, a Franciscan from Althoff, will
celebrate the Mass.
Jones felt that the event was successful
and had improved since last year, saying,“The
questions were a lot more structured and the
sessions were a little bit more open to discussion. There was a great bunch of schools that
went.”
Jones’ only criticism was that the conference focused on the “same generic, clichéd
questions about diversity and gender. It
would be good to come up with some new
questions, but other than that it was a great
time.”
Evans concluded, “It was well-organized. … Students were really eager to
participate.”

Band

(from 4)
Mueller said. The shirts are blue and white
with a band emblem on the shirt. To go along
with the shirts the band also has Australian
Outback style hats.
You can see and hear the band at this
weekend’s open house and at the upcoming
basketball games.

Announcement

Paul Chaney Sr., senior Paul Chaney’s
father will be speaking today in the theater
at Activity Period about his experiences in
Afghanistan.

Sports



Absopurebills beat Lindbergh in Quarterfinals
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State semifinal match tonight at Rec-Plex at 8:30 p.m.

Greg Mantych
Reporter

A

t last, the determined St. Louis U.
High water polo team has reached the
postseason. Having finished the regular
season 18-2, the Jr. Bills entered the Missouri District Tournament as the second
seed, right behind nemesis Chaminade, to
whom they have lost twice.
Fortunately, having beaten Parkway
Central and Lindbergh so far, the Speedobills
have the state title in their crosshairs.
        Last Saturday, in their first tournament
game, SLUH faced off against Parkway
Central, whom they had beaten 11-0 in the
season opener.
        This game was very similar. After five

goals to open the game, SLUH coasted to a
Unfortunately, SLUH’s fears continued
14-1 victory.
as the Flyers pounded in two more goals
With the
to start the secnecessary
ond period, giving
momentum
them an increasfor postseaingly comfortable
son survival,
3-1 lead over the
SLUH battled
s t r u g g l i n g J r.
Lindbergh
Bills.
last WednesHowever, refusday. Despite
ing to give up
a goal from
as always, the
Matt AmpleAquabills made
Goalie Tony Kruse throws his body in front of yet another
man two minan offensive surge
Lindbergh shot for the save.
utes into the
with two goals
first period, Lindbergh answered with a goal, from Ben Favier and one from Mark Abram
leaving both teams in a 1-1 tie at the end of in the last minutes of the first half. SLUH
the quarter.
see PERRIER, 8
photo by kyle kloster

PN District Cornerkick Olébills trounce Roosevelt
10-0, mercy rule invoked
photo by kyle kloster

Tim Malecek
Core Staff

I

Tom Irvin spooks a defender with his pose from Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon
last night against St. Mary’s. The Jr. Bills won 2-0.

The Jr. Bills defeated the St. Mary’s Dragons 2-0 last night for the
third time this season.
A little over ten minutes in, the Jr. Bills hopped on top. Tom
Irvin launched a throw-in into the box; junior Andy Weis connected
in the box and flicked the ball across the goal and the ball snuck just
inside the back post.
Malcolm DeBaun added another ten minutes later, his first
since returning from his injury. Brian Odem sent a ball to the wide
open DeBaun on the wing. DeBaun took one touch to the goal and
hammered the ball into the side netting.
The defense and goaltender David Steitz held on to their shutout
for the 2-0 win.
With the victory, they improved to 22-3-2. SLUH moves on to
face either Fort Zumwalt South or Francis Howell North in Sectional
play at 7 p.m. on Thursday at Soccer Park.

t’s never a good sign when your starting goalie shows up nearly 20 minutes after the game starts. It’s even worse if his team
is already down 7-0 when he does arrive. This is exactly what
happened to the Roosevelt Rough Riders, which the St. Louis U.
High Jr. Bills decimated on Tuesday, 10-0.
Just seven minutes in, sophomore Jack Twellmann started the
fireworks on a nice shot to the left post. After that, the Jr. Bills averaged a goal every 3:22—inconceiveable. Zach Weiss, junior Matt
Leinauer, sophomore Erik Carretero, Geoff Miller, Chris Schranck,
junior Chris Wecke, junior Rusty Brooks and Brian Hartwig all contributed a goal to the effort; Twellmann finished with two goals.
The goal of the game goes to Carretero in the 20th minute. He left
his defender lying on the ground after a quick move and buried the
ball into the far back corner. Hartwig invoked the 10-goal mercy rule
to end the game with a snipe to the top corner just before half.
With their 2-0 victory over St. Mary’s last night, SLUH won
their district and moved on to the sectional game against the winner of District 8, most likely either Francis Howell North or Fort
Zumwalt South. FSZ finished ranked 6th with a 23-3-1 record and
FHN finished just out of the rankings with a 14-8-3 record.
However, neither team should pose a major threat to the Jr.
Bills. The Jr. Bills have already beaten both teams handily—FZS
5-2 and FHC 5-0.
Regardless of their next competition, the Jr. Bills advance to
the holy ground of Soccer Park and play at 7 p.m. Only four games
stand between the Jr. Bills and another state title.



EVERSON
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who made up his work this way mentioned
doing four and a half hours of work the day
after the retreat—on work that he felt was
not up to the standard he wanted to meet.
Why couldn’t we complete the whole retreat
experience without so much stress and work
to do?
Sophomore retreat was a required retreat.
Everyone in our class had to attend either
on Tuesday, Wednesday, or Thursday. Thus,
every sophomore missed a day of class last
week. I bring up this point not to whine about
having to go on retreat (I would’ve gone
on the retreat even if it were optional), but
to demonstrate that every sophomore had
a four-day week and should have had four
days’ worth of work to do.
Instead, from my own experience and
from those of students I interviewed, about
one-half of the sophomore teachers scheduled
a five-day week and a five-day workload.
One of my teachers scheduled a four-day
week. One employed a packet system that
left everyone on equal ground by the end
of the week. (Another also tried the packet
system, but there was enough work in the
packet that it left me behind anyway.) That
makes two teachers out of six (not counting
fine arts) who managed the week well.
The extra day’s worth of work in so many
classes left many sophomores dreading the
end of retreat because we were either behind
in our schoolwork, under a lot of stress over
the work, or both. As I said earlier, some of us
were awake doing homework into the early
morning. Others had twice the usual amount
of homework to do in one night. Doing only
the necessary work and taking time to relax
and reflect on the retreat left me with almost
as much work last weekend as I had when
studying for quarter exams.
Why pack five days of in-class work and
homework into four days? Were we in that
much of a hurry to get things done just a week
into the second quarter? We aren’t juniors or
seniors. We don’t take honors courses. AP
classes aren’t an option to sophomores. The
toughest courses we are offered are Accelerated Chemistry and Advanced Geometry
(and Spanish 3 for some), so what was the
rush?
I know it can’t be easy trying to teach
a four day schedule when some students
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are present one day and others are there on
another day, but it is possible. Like I said, one
of my teachers managed to work it out.
St. Louis U. High is a Jesuit Catholic
school. We sophomores all took one day
out of our school year to reflect on and pray
about our relationships with ourselves, our
parents, our friends, and God, yet we were
left overstressed and behind at school. Could
we not have had one evening to go along with
our one day? Why couldn’t we take some
time after the retreat to reflect some more on
what we’d just gone through? Why not give
us students a chance to look back over the
questions that were asked on retreat? Why
not allow us to relax and let the experience
of the retreat sink in for a night? Then, we
would have escaped both the “daily grind
of schoolwork” and “the stress of homework.”
Before I conclude, I would like to thank
all of our teachers for the hard work and
long hours they put in to give to us the great
education that we receive at SLUH. Also,
there were some teachers who I, and my
fellow sophomores, believe handled retreat
week well, and I thank them for their efforts.
Still, I ask that we students not be punished
with stress for taking a day out of the year
for our spiritual lives.

Quote of the Week
Part Deux

“Never mistake motion for action.”
—Ernest Hemingway
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Perrier
(from 7)
their lead, 4-3.
Whatever caused Lindbergh’s unusual
scoring burst in the beginning of the game
quickly dissipated in the second half. The
Jr. Bills went on a nine-goal streak in the
third period and into the fourth. Among the
offensive contributors were Favier, Abram
and junior Jim Heafner, all with a pair of
goals.
Although the Flyers may have felt a
faint sense of optimism as they managed
to get three goals late in the fourth period,
a shot from junior Brendan Mehan in the
last minutes of the game sealed SLUH’s
14-6 victory and their advancement to the
semifinals.
Although the Jr. Bills have played half
of their potential playoff games, the arduous
struggle to attain a state title is just starting.
Presumably, SLUH will face Kirkwood
on Friday and Chaminade in the finals on
Saturday, if they defeat Kirkwood.
The Speedobills’ history with both teams
in the regular season has been far from breezy.
Having faced No. 3 Kirkwood twice, the
most recent encounter ended in a close 1211 victory. As for the Jr. Bills’ recent clashes
with the Red Devils, a 1-2 record and three
very close matches only support the evident
rivalry even more.
Nevertheless, SLUH is well overdue for
the reclamation of the Missouri State Championship. Everybody is strongly encouraged
to come and cheer on the team on Friday and
Saturday at the St. Peters Rec-Plex as the Jr.
Bills go for their first state title since 2001.

B-Football goes 10-0 for season
photo by kyle kloster

James Barton
intercepts a
Vianney pass
in the third
quarter of last
night’s final BFootball game.
The team’s 20-7
victory over the
Griffins sealed
its undefeated
season .
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Remembering a lost love: Anne Anderson
November 4, 2005

Seth Clampett
Features Editor

out as parking lot buddies. She wasn’t extremely outgoing, but had
a small circle of people she was really close to. She had a sister in
“Everyday is a dance with death…”
Chicago that she was very, very close to, so when we could, we’d
For those who celebrate El Dia de los Muertos—the Day of hook up for family events. She put our kids ahead of most everythe Dead—this old saying symbolizes the core belief surrounding thing else, as much as she could in her life. They’ve always been
the Mexican holiday. El Dia de Los Muertos is held on Nov. 1 and the center of most everything we’ve done, socially and everything
2 and celebrates the tradition that the souls of the dead return each else.”
year to visit with the living.
Anderson retold a story from a vacation in 2000: “My sister
Dia de los Muertos sprung from the Catholic tradition of All lives in New Orleans. It worked out nice that Mardi Gras, our spring
Souls Day, which honors all of those who have died. The festival break, and my birthday fell on about the same weekend. We went
encompasses special foods, special altars dedicated to loved ones, down and spent several days with my sister, hanging out with them,
candles, treats, and graveyard picnics that honor those who have doing the parades and catching beads and just hanging out in New
died. Dia de los Muertos remembers the stories and possessions of Orleans. That was one particularly neat time and there are a lot of
loved ones and celebrates the times the dead and the living were pictures of that time (together).”
together. It honors the belief that death is a part of life and that the
However, the period of Anne’s health problems cast darker times
dead are still with among the living.
and sad memories that Anderson remembers but hopes sometimes
Dia de los Muertos calls for all of the living to remember the to forget.
dead, just as All Souls Day asks Catholics to pray for and honor the
Of the transition his wife went through between those two pedead, and science teacher Bill Anderson
riods, Anderson said, “She’d been
has one important soul to honor: that of
an elementary education major in
his wife Anne Anderson, who passed
college and the first seven or eight
away in August of last year.
years after college she taught. As
Having suffered from diabetes
our kids got a little bigger and as her
nearly all of her life, Anne Anderson’s
health worsened, she wasn’t able to
serious troubles began in 2002 with a
teach anymore, and I know that was a
foot infection that took almost a year
big loss and frustration for her. She’d
to heal. Then she was diagnosed with
wanted (to teach) ever since she was
breast cancer in December of that year.
really little, and to lose that I know
She went through chemotherapy and
hurt deeply.”
radiation throughout 2004, but with
Anderson said, “There’s so little
little progress. In March of 2004, she
you can do about (her health), when
suffered her first heart attack, leading
you can be there with somebody but
to a by-pass surgery and valve repair. Bill Anderson’s wife, Anne, on a vacation in Colorado before her struggle you can’t fix anything. That’s real
with medical problems.
In August, she suffered a second and
frustrating as a husband and real
fatal heart attack.
frustrating as a parent when your kids have problems and you want
The two traditions, the Day of the Dead and All Souls Day, to fix them. You’re just kind of powerless over a lot of things. You
focus on remembering the lives of those who have passed. For cel- don’t have any control or anything you can do at all other than just
ebrants of Dia de los Muertos, candles, mementos, pictures, food, be there.”
and clothing help the living to call the soul of their loved one into
Anderson continued, “At times it was real frustrating because
their presence. Prayers and reflections help recall the lives of the you want her to get better and want her to want to get better and
dead for Catholics.
you want her to work to get better. Sometimes you’d get frustrated
Anderson described two different periods in his wife’s life: the with her and the attitude but then you know that that’s not fair, and
time before she was plagued by health problems and the time after you’re angry at yourself for being a bonehead about that kind of
her foot infection. Anderson tries to remember the earlier, happier stuff. You end up bouncing all over the place.”
times.
Anderson’s frustrations, however, couldn’t compare to those
Anderson also shared stories of what he remembered about of his wife’s. Anderson said, “She had a lot of problems with (her
Anne: “Going way back in terms of back in school, (there were) attitude). It ranged from anger about being so sick and having so
times she’d be sitting outside organic lab waiting for me to finish. many problems and not being able to participate fully in everything
Along the same lines, me sitting outside the education wing wait- to some pretty good periods of depression. That would coincide
ing for her to go to dinner or to lunch in between classes. When with how hard she’d try at getting better too. (There was) a fair bit
you come out and you see somebody, it’s nice sometimes to have of denial about how severe her condition was at times.”
that.”
Despite her health problems, Anne still tried to do daily activiAnderson continued, “She had a small circle of friends … they ties she once did and tried to remain a part of her family’s life.
see ANNE, 10
had kids about the same age as our kids … and they kind of started
Courtesy of Bill Anderson
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ANNE
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(from 9)
Anderson said, “Both of my girls play a bunch of competitive
softball. The summer of her breast cancer, they both had national
tournaments, but of course they were not in the same city. So, as
parents, that meant we had to split up. Despite being pretty sick and
pretty uncomfortable, she took the older daughter to Decatur and
sucked it up in the heat. It was a week-long softball tournament of
eating concession stand food and all that fun stuff. So even being
sick and not real comfortable, she still wanted to be a big part of what
goes on and family life and the important things in her daughter’s
life.”
Anne’s complications eventually caused the heart attack that
killed her. After nearly two years of deteriorating health, Anne died
in August of 2004. Her death caused many differing emotions in
Anderson.
Anderson said, “You’re obviously very sorry that she’s gone.
You’re sorry that there’s many things she’s going to miss out on …
times with the kids and stuff like that, that she won’t be a part of. It
sounds bad, but almost a sense of relief on a couple levels, mostly
for her because the last several years had been just miserable. It’s
almost a relief for her to be released from that kind of one-problem
after-another life that she’d been living.
“When anybody passes, there’s always a fair dose of guilt. I
don’t know if that’s the good old fashioned Catholic guilt we’ve
all been raised on or if it’s just guilt because you maybe could’ve
done something different or you should’ve done something different or could’ve done something better. You end up at times beating
yourself up for things that in the long run would change the ultimate
outcome. It’s easy to judge that afterwards and rough yourself up,
but that doesn’t do anybody any good. You have to hope that you
did the best you could and let it go. Hope and have confidence that
everything will work out somewhere down the road.”
However, though All Souls Day and Dia de los Muertos celebrate the return of the dead to be with the living, they exemplify
the belief that death is the next part of life where the soul is truly
alive. The two traditions also call for the continuation of life.
Anderson remembered his return to school soon after Anne’s
death. Anderson said, “(It was) probably the best thing in terms
of timing and stuff just because this place has always been really
good for support … kind of a refuge. A lot of times you kind of step
out of everything else that’s going on in the world and be with the
people that are here and the kids that are here. Both of those are
important. There’s a lot of life, a lot of vibrancy here, and that makes
a world of difference in terms of keeping you moving and keeping
you upbeat and keeping you optimistic for what lies down the road.
And the people here are amazingly supportive. A lot of times there’s
concrete physical things you can do, like the outpouring of food
and gift certificates and things like that, and this place is always
amazing in how generous it is, but just kind of being there.”
Anderson continued, “It was really obvious at our first faculty
retreat day (after Anne’s death); we end with a mass. That mass was
really, really, really hard to get through. Afterwards, they didn’t
really say anything or didn’t really do anything, but a number of
people in the science department just kind of hung back with me,
and they didn’t have to say anything or do anything, it’s just that
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physical presence.
“Fr. Harrison said it well at one point, because a lot of times
people will ask you how you’re doing as a way of expressing concern. I don’t want to say it this way, but it really is a dumb question
because you know whoever that person is is not doing well. You
know what kind of answer it is. He was like, ‘I’m not going to ask
you how you’re doing, but I want you to know that I’m thinking
about you and praying for you.’ You don’t have to say anything,
just go. That’s kind of the most important thing, just having people
around that are there if you need them or there if you don’t need
them or just there, and this is a real good place for that.”
Moving on from a loss, though, is often very difficult and hard
to get through. Anne’s death was no exception, and Anderson still
struggles to get rid of some of her things and struggles with helping
his family move on.
Anderson said, “I’ve been gradually packing up a lot of the
clothes and stuff that were my wife’s. A few things the girls want
because they want to keep them in the house or some things they’ll
wear. Mr. Mueller had one collection for a hospital in (Alabama)
right after Katrina, and that was at least a nice motivating thing for
me because it gave me an opportunity to force myself to go through
a bunch of her things and give them to someplace that there’s an
obvious, immediate need. It’s hard to go through all the personal
possessions and things like that.”
Anderson continued, “There are things around the house that
will stay … pictures and things like that that were important. They’ll
serve as a reminder. There’s still quite a few things that were a part
of the household that need to stay a part of the household.”
Anderson tries to continue with his life and focuses now on
keeping his family together. Anderson said, “I’ve got three kids, and
with them, (I) just try to keep normal and everyday life as normal
and everyday as it ever was. They’ve got school and sports and
sometimes work or whatever, so just keep(ing) those things that
are a big part of their life going.”
Those who participate in Dia de los Muertos often reflect on
how a death changes the lives of the living. All Souls Day takes
time to reflect on not only the dead, but also those who have been
affected by death.
Anderson reflected, “In the short term, (her death changed me)
probably mostly in negative ways. I’m probably more withdrawn
and less social now. I’m probably drawn in closer to my kids and
their lives—just kind of tightening the circle. It makes you want to
value what you have a little more highly. I don’t quite know how to
say it, but there has to be more hope and more trust and more faith
that things will work out. There’s no rhyme or reason for the things
that happen, and you can rant and rave and holler and scream for
an explanation, but you’ll never get one. You just have to hope and
trust that everything will be ok.”
Dia de Los Muertos ends with a vigil that remembers the
lost, but also calls for the continuation of life with the knowledge
that the dead never really leave the living; All Souls Day calls for
Catholics to pray to all that those that have died, that they help the
living through difficult times. The dead are always present in spirit
and help keep life going. It is through the memories of lost loved
ones that the living keep those like Anne Anderson alive.
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40/64 in 20/20
(from 1)
coming this way.”
Laughlin continued, “If they don’t close
it down all the way, and they keep lanes open,
I just think it becomes that much better;
obviously, that’s my position. I wish they
wouldn’t shut it down all the way, because it
becomes that much better for taking 150,000
cars, you’re at least going to send some of
them down this path, and that’s going to make
everything else a little less congested.”
Director of Admissions Craig Hannick
said of the possible effect of construction on
students and admissions: “We expect that
it will be an inconvenience for many and
a major inconvenience for some. I think it
may have a limited effect on admissions,
but you talk to some of these alumni, they
hitchhiked to school, they took the bus to
school, they did anything they could to get
here, and I think that will still be true with
kids today. If they want to come to SLUH,
they’ll find a way to get here whether they
take 44 instead of 40 or take 70 and come
down through the city.”
Laughlin also feels confident that the
construction would have a minimal effect on
admissions and students at SLUH. He said,
“I’ve been here this fall, and I’ve listened
to classes going back to the 1940s, and I’ve
heard a lot of guys talk about how they used
to take the streetcar and get off on Oakland
and come in the front door. They had to make
some effort to get here, but it was worth it
because this school was so unique as an
opportunity for them. ... That being said,
is (the construction) something that you’re
concerned about? Sure, (but) I think that the
best thing we can do, and this is ignorance on
my part, is continue to work on the strength
of the great school we have.”
Laughlin continued, “Recognizing then
that you’re going to throw a major obstacle
in their way or a potentially major obstacle,
sure, I’m not ignorant on that, and so we have
to take a look at that and try to strategically
address it. And we will. But I think the thing
that we have to focus on is, ‘Is this a good
school?’ And how to communicate with
people about this particular project.”
The longer plan would allow some traffic
on 40, and through MODOT, SLUH would
be kept informed of which bridges and sections of highway would be closed at what
times. One advantage of the longer plan is
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that it would allow SLUH to offer students
and parents transportation alternatives on a
very definite schedule.
Laughlin emphasized SLUH’s role of
communication, explaining how, with the
old plan, MODOT could keep SLUH aware
of construction news, and SLUH could, in
turn, let the community know the best ways
of travel.
Since the plan was initially proposed
four years ago, Bannister has attended meetings organized by MODOT to keep SLUH
up-to-date with the plan’s developments and
provide SLUH’s input in the plan.
Bannister said, “I’ve represented St.
Louis U. High with probably, what used to
be once every two or three months with the
MODOT group. They would tell us where
they were going, what they were planning,
and we would give them our reactions to that,
and I would report back to (former President)
Fr. Sheridan and to the group here. I still sort
of serve in that capacity, although MODOT
has not had a lot of meetings once they pretty
much knew where the bridges were going to
be, how the bridges were going to be dealt
with.”
Despite his attendance at MODOT
meetings for the last four and a half years,
the announcements last Thursday about the
alternative plan caught Bannister by surprise
as well. Bannister said, “Now all of a sudden
they’re going to do 40-something bridges
supposedly in three years. When I talked to
them, I said, ‘What happens to the hospital,
what happens to St. Louis U. High if you
close both (the Hampton and Kingshighway)
bridges?’ They said that they would not close
abutting bridges; they would do one, then do
(the next one).”
Student reaction was mixed. Sophomore
Jack Hughes’ commute, involving I-170 and
then Highway 40, presently takes about 40
minutes. Although avoiding Highway 40
could increase his commute by as much
as 20 minutes each way, Hughes said that,
were he a prospective high school student,
his decision would be the same, saying, “I
just like SLUH that much more.”
Fellow sophomore Zak Ancel’s fortyminute commute would increase by ten or
twenty minutes. Ancel said that because his
decision to come to SLUH initially involved
factoring in commuting time, “I could see
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how (time of commute) could be an issue
for a prospective student.”
Sophomore Ben Evans downplayed
Highway 40’s closure’s effect on his commute, noting Highway 44 as an alternative.
Overall, Laughlin saw SLUH’s most
important roles as keeping the community
up-to-date on the implications of the plan
and offering the school’s input wherever
possible. “It’s pretty important to us to try
and stay abreast of what the information is
and try to gain knowledge (effectively) to
try to communicate to our constituents, to
our students, our future students, our alumni,
the people who use this campus for a variety
of reasons. So I think what it comes down
to is communication for us is going to be
important.”
SLUH is continuing to keep an active
dialogue with MODOT. Laughlin said, “One
of the things that we are currently in the
process of trying to coordinate is a meeting
with officials from our school, and our Forest Park South neighbors: the (Kings-Oak)
neighborhood association, Science Center,
whomever we can get to come to the table,
Forest Park Community College, the businesses in this area, to get the leaders of
those places together with the Department of
Transportation to say, ‘Once you decide what
the plan’s going to be, tell us the specifics of
the plan.’”
Hannick reflected, “People are always
going to want to come to SLUH, and they’re
going to find whatever means to get here.
Metrolink may be an option for some people,
especially from St. Charles and North County.
I think you’ll see a lot more carpooling, just
as a city. And hopefully we’ll just see more
mass transportation in general. St. Louis is
not a city that deals with mass transportation
well, that accepts mass transportation well.
I think this may change that for the good.”
Laughlin said, “We’re like every other
entity up and down Highway 40 and in the
city of St. Louis: there’s going to be an
impact. What the impact will be is going to
depend on exactly how they choose to do
the project.
“There’s obviously still a lot up in the
air. So what I think we stand ready to do
pretty quickly is once we know their plan,
ok, what does that mean for us and how do
we communicate that with people?”
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by Jim Santel

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 4

Schedule R
Senior Graduation Orders
College Visit (Sign up in Counseling Office
to attend):
Skidmore College @ 10:15 am
V FB @ Vianney, 7 pm
V H20 Polo District Tournament @ Rec
Plex, Time TBA
Turnovers, Papa John’s

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 5

V H20 Polo District Tournament @ Rec
Plex, Time TBA
V XC State Meet @ Jefferson City, Time
TBA

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 6
Open House 12-5pm

MMM MMM
(from 1)
Next semester, a group of educators will
be coming from North Central to evaluate
the school, the survey and its results, and the
plans drawn from the results of the survey.
As a way of following up the survey
and the changes implemented, SLUH will
most likely administer the same survey in
two years to current freshmen.
“We will see if those students, who have
lived with some increased attention to these
areas, see a difference,” Hussung said.
The liturgy/assembly schedule was
implemented for Monday to be sure that the
juniors will have an activity period.
“With kind of an imposed mandatory
‘You’re going to take some time to sit down
and do this survey,’ you don’t want to set
that up and then say, ‘Oh, and by the way,
you lose your activity period,’” Assistant
Principal for Academics Mark Michalski
explained.
The sophomores will also benefit from
the scheduling change. The PLAN exam,
which originally would have run through
activity period, will now run through most
of the assembly period. There is a chance the
sophomores will have a small break after the
exam is over.
As for freshmen and seniors, bask in the
glory of an hour and fifteen minute activity
period.

Oprah
Calendar
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*subject to change

Nov. 4 - Nov. 11

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 7

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 9

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 8

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 10

Schedule M
Survey of Juniors @ AP
PLAN Exam (Sophs.)
IM Basketball (Seniors)
College Visits:
Hendrix College
Johns Hopkins University
Pizza Sticks & Taco Sticks, Pizza
Schedule R
Freshman English Tutorial
IM Basketball (Sophomores)
Ring/Graduation Orders
YR vs. YDS Debate
College Visits:
Butler University
Grinnell College
Pretzels, Ribs, & Brats

OF MY I

(from 2)
nal. The hostage pleads to be let go, but the
criminal refuses because the hostage “knows
too much.” The hostage then tries to sway
the criminal, saying that the criminal must
have faith that his captive will not reveal his
identity if he is freed. “Hence the title, ‘The
Faith Salesman,’” says Appelbaum.
“The main body of this movie is their
conversation of faith,” Appelbaum said,
adding, “I will not reveal the ending.”
“The Faith Salesman” is inspired from
the short story “The Weekender” by Jeffrey
Deaver in his book Twisted.
Appelbaum was forced to scrap production of the first scene because too many crew
members had to fill in for absent actors, but
he hopes to restart the filming process with
a stronger crew in the coming weekends.
The actors and helpers in the movie
will consist mostly of SLUH students, with
“maybe a few spots for some friends,” Appelbaum said. He says he will use “nothing
fancy” for the film, just a digital camcorder,
and possibly a borrowed green screen from
the production crew of KUHI.
So far, Appelbaum has spent a total of
$40 on the film, and he doesn’t plan to spend
much more.
After the completion of “The Faith Salesman,” Appelbaum plans to film “a couple
more” movies during the second semester,

Schedule E
IM Bombardment
ACES Field Trip
Parent/Teacher Conferences
College Visits:
University of Dayton
Kenyon College
Cookies, Chicken Rings
Schedule R
Mix-It-Up Luncheon
Tater Tots, Beef Stroganoff

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 11

Junior Class Liturgy
IM Basketball (Seniors)
College Visit:
Southeast Missouri State University
Bosco Sticks, Meatball Sandwiches
when the stress of college admissions has
faded away. There is much more in store for
the future, according to Appelbaum, including a possible screening of his production
after school for SLUH students.

TOM
(from 2)
can get involved, too. On the afternoon of
the Sneak Peek, students are encouraged to
help set up for the event. As for Cashbah
itself, students’ artistic talents may be needed,
along with help setting up the gym. This year,
student clubs and organizations are encouraged to buy an ad in the Cashbah catalog.
“It’s a way for you to promote your
club,” Rice said.
Items are still being collected for the
Sneak Peek and Cashbah, and any donation is
welcome. So students, don’t let your parents
miss it, and SLUH parents, friends, alumni,
and faculty members, be sure to come.
Come to the theatre Tuesday at Activity
Period to see the Young Conservatives/Republicans, Libertarians, and Democratic
Socialists face off! The topic of discussion
is the federal response to national disasters
such as Hurricane Katrina and 9-11.

